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MATERIAL 

BODY 

The body of the mark is composed by a fiberglass waterproof structure including motors, 

batteries, electronics.  

 

The body is a water drone and can be used in stand-alone mode or combine with an inflatable 

part. Through a spring mechanical system the two electric motors can be lowered down in the 

water. The engine arm can be pushed forward, rotated down and be lowered on its pin. The 

body has an opening for the batteries on the top part. It also has two buttons for manual use 

of the drone.  

 

INFLATABLE 

The inflatable is the visible part of the mark. It allows for towing and for easy grab of the mark 

from the water for big displacements. Its shape it’s self-stabilizing. 
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ADAPTOR 

The body is connected to the inflatable part through two transversal tubes, and can be hooked 

in. 

BATTERY AND CHARGER 

Batteries are made of Ion lithium material, 36 Ah, they have to be handled with care. They 

should be not removed from the orange box and the charging cable should reach them 

directly.  

If you handle a battery be aware that they are explosive and they should not be dropped or 

heated up. 

Always turn off the mark before unplugging the batteries. 

They can be charged during the nights when the mark is not in use. They include a Battery 

Management System (BSM), able to control the charging phase and to monitor in real time the 

behavior of the batteries during usage. The battery charger has a safe and simple connector, 

there is no need for settings or to worry if the battery is forgotten charging, thanks the BMS. 

 

GETTING STARTED 

PREPARING THE MARK  

There are only a few steps to be ready to get into the water. 

1. Prepare the charged batteries by connecting them to the charger directly, when the 

light is green, the battery is full.  

2. Open the body door and the battery box, insert the battery and connect it, close the 

battery box 

3. Place the body on a pier or port, far from big metal constructions and extremely flat, 

turn the mark ON through the switch on the side of the battery box (orange box) 
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4. Wait for 3-4 minutes and see the blinking green light on the antenna, indicating that 

satellites are reached.  

5. Calibration of the mark: advisable to be done just every couple of weeks or when using 

the mark in a new place.  Place the mark on a flat ground far from metal constructions, 

pointing the exact North with the (the nose of the mark is the battery side, orange 

box), press the free button for at least 3 seconds each time, for 5 times, the lights will 

switch off and the mark will enter the calibration mode: wait till seeing again the green 

blinking light. 

6. Close the inspection door and keep the mark on. 

7. Check the functioning of the motors by pressing the red button (fix mode). If moving 

the mark the motors will start turning, press the black button to set it on hold again. 

The following operations can be done in land or on the water: 

8. Inflate the inflatable part and attach the two transversal tubes (wing nuts).The tubes 

must have the central screw pointing up. 

9. Insert the body in between the bars by using the two screws to be inserted in the holed 

of the back and front aluminum holders. 

 

   

MANUAL CONTROL 

Left side button (anchor symbol): press and hold for 2 seconds to fix the mark on the actual 

spot (anchor down). 

Right side button (waves symbol): press and hold for 2 seconds to free the mark (anchor up). 
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REMOTE CONTROL 

OPENING THE WEB INTERFACE 

Once the mark is being switched on for the first time of the day open the web interface with 

your credentials (Link) and check for its presence.  

The marks will be black when the GSM connection is stable, grey of they are powered-off or if 

the GSM signal is not yet stable. 

MAIN SCREEN DESCRIPTION 

 

 

The main screen is composed by: 

• A map on the background 

 

• A blue arrow indicating the map orientation 

 

On the left: 

• Plus-minus zoom buttons  

• A crosshair symbol to display your own position, (the accuracy depends on your 

device) 

• A search button on the left side to look for marks if not visible 

• A ruler symbol to measure the distances and angles between marks, or reference 

points or yourself (click on them once the ruler is selected) 

 

https://tracking.sourcepole.com/?lang=en-US&l0=itemlayer&e=970275.5645%2C5799704.3037%2C978316.4621%2C5804780.6408
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Bottom menu: 

• Drawing button 

• Pin insertion 

• Profile 

• Setting (units) 

 

Bottom right 

• Last update: normally your page will refresh every 5 seconds. If your phone loses 

connection, you’ll see a red background. 

 

Below you will see a series of commands available: Drag, Dist/angle, Offset, Coordinates. 

 

If the mark is powered on but in free mode (no anchor), the options to move it won’t be 

clickable. To unlock the options click first on the “Fix” button. 
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A mark on fixed position can be moved in 4 ways: 

• Drag: allows you to drag the mark to the desired position on the map. A preview 

position will appear in green in the map. While dragging it, info on the distance and 

angle relative to the map orientation compared to the last position will be shown. Once 

the position is ok select the button “Apply”. The mark will start heading to the green 

preview. If you change your mind before clicking on “Apply” click on “Cancel” to go 

back to the buoy’s menu. 

 

• Dist/angle: the mark can be place at a certain distance and angle (compared to the 

map orientation) with respect to a selected item in the reference menu. The item can 

be the mark itself, another mark, a pin (a point in the map defined by the user, see 

Placing a pin). Select apply to confirm. 

 

 

• Offset: displace a mark by a quick input towards the desired direction. By selecting the 

number of meters, you can click as many times as you want to keep moving the mark 

on the map. Select apply to confirm. 

 

 

• Coordinates: give a manual GPS position to the mark. The accepted format is of the 

format decimal degrees DD, i.e. 46.1876, 2.3986  

Info on the mark’s actual position can be found in the “ i “ menu when clicking on a mark, as 

well as the distance from the goal given. 

PLACING A PIN 

Pins are useful tools to be used as references. They can be created by clicking on the pin symbol 

in the lower menu. 

Click: on the plus button “add new Pin”, a menu will appear on the top right of your page. Give 

your pin a name and select a symbol from the dropdown menu. By default the pin will be 

placed in the middle of the map. It can be moved by dragging it or by changing its coordinates. 

ORIENTING THE MAP AND THE MARKS 

It is often convenient, especially in sailing, to orientate the map in order to have it aligned with 

the wind direction. 

The map can be oriented: click on the blue arrow, write the number corresponding to the wind 

direction in degrees compared to north, click on “Orient map” to validate. 
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If you wish to rotate the whole set of marks which are currently in FIX position, you can select 

a rotation point in the drop-down menu under: “Rotate fix marks around”, and when exiting 

the menu the program will ask you a confirmation for rotating the whole set of marks. 

 

 

DRAWING COURSES 

Different courses can be easily drawn on the map and saved for the future. Drawings are used 

as reference. They will be displaced only on your phone, while pins are displayed to anyone 

connected to the same account. 

Click on the pen symbol on the bottom left menu, click on the plus button “add new drawing”. 

A menu will appear on the top of your screen. 

The default option to create a course is “line” and a drawing with straight lines can be realized 

by clicking on the map several times. Click then on “finish” and adjust only later the position of 

the points connecting the lines by simply dragging them. The distances and relative angles are 

always shown.        

The drop-down menu offers more styles as well like polygons or circles and more colors. You 

can name each drawing differently.   

You can also use the delete button to delete the drawing. 

You can draw as many courses as you want, and you can choose any time which one/ones to 

display by clicking on the pen icon and the eye symbol next to each drawing. 
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ROTATING A DRAWING 

It happens often that the wind changes direction and it is useful to keep the same course but 

with a different orientation. This can be done around a mark, yourself or a pin previously 

created, like a Race Committee boat on the starting line.  

Click on the pen icon on the bottom left of the screen, select the rotation symbol next to the 

course to be rotated. Once the menu for the rotation of the drawing appears, select the anchor 

point in the dropdown menu. Apply the angle desired and click on “finish”. At this point the 

drawing will rotate. The orientation of the map can be done either before or after rotating the 

course. 

 

     

UNITS 

In the setting button, on the bottom menu, you can select the units to be used: nautical miles 

or meters. 

MARKS MAINTENANCE 

Rinse the mark after every use on salty water. 

The elastic holding the engine’s arms can be released during night for long lasting life. Replace 

them with elastic material of the same size and length if they lose elasticity. 

Check periodically the connections motors wires- fiberglass body for any unwanted damage. 

Wash the motors after every use with fresh water after having turned the mark off. Turn the 

propellers manually while rinsing and check for any anomalous friction during rotation. Call the 

company if something is obstructing the motor. 
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Battery:  

• check the batteries regularly by eye inspection: if you notice swollen parts the battery 

is starting to degrade 

• if the battery looks damaged call the company 

• check the voltage (it should be 14.4V, if lower call the company) 

• never leave the marks closed under the sun for long hours out of the water 

 

Inflatable: the inflatables can be damaged during deflating procedure if done on asphalt or on 

a hard floor when hard points are formed during folding and they touch the ground. If possible 

don’t deflate them at every use, or do it on grass or soft ground. 

If you notice one chamber is losing pressure more quickly than others check for a small hole 

(normally the white fabric comes out from the colored layer): apply adhesive Dacron on it. 

 

TROUBLE SHOOTING 

• A mark rotates in 5-10 m diameter circles: the mark needs calibration or was calibrated 

near metal constructions (see the getting started section for calibration) 

• A mark rotate on itself: check for obstructions on the engines after putting it on free 

position. In case there is an obstruction turn the mark off and remove it carefully. Check 

for the good rotation of the propeller and if something is creating friction, stop using 

the mark and call the assistance.  

If the mark is new or it was disassembled: check for the right combination of colours 

for the engine wiring: switch off the mark, open the quick connectors for the thrusters, 

check for the combination: blue with blue, white with yellow+green, green with brown 

• A mark is not visible on the web after 15 minutes from switching on: check for the light 

on the dongle (normally visible next to the antenna).  

It might be that connection is bad. Reboot the mark.  

Here are listed the possible status of the USB Stick:  

o Green, blinking twice every 2s: No service/The network is not registered.  

o Green, blinking once every 0.2s: The software of the USB Stick is being upgraded.  

o Green, blinking once every 2s: The 2G network has already been registered.  

o Blue, blinking once every 2s: The 3G /3G+ network has already been registered.  

o Cyan, blinking once every 2s: The LTE network has already been registered.  

o Green, solid: The USB Stick is connected to a 2G network.  

o Blue, solid: The USB Stick is connected to a 3G network.  

o Cyan, solid: The USB Stick is connected to an LTE network.  

o Off: The USB Stick is removed.  
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After the device is inserted into the USB port, the indicator will turn solid green, 

indicating that the software startup process has initiated. After the startup is 

complete, the indicator works as detailed above.  

 

• A motor is less powerful: check for the quick connections (respect the colors). 

• Some water is inside the mark after use: check the tightness of the bolts. All the bolts 

must be tightened by keeping the screws still and by only rotating the bolt from the 

inside. Doing the opposite might cause the engines unable to be lowered. 
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